JABRA FREEWAY

Datasheet

Bluetooth® Wireless In-car Speakerphone
Works with any Bluetooth® enabled phone

Experience a new world of sound for
your in-car calls
The new Jabra FREEWAY in-car speakerphone makes handsfree calls sound better than ever – and makes controlling
them effortless. It is the first in-car speaker-phone to have
a 3-speaker stereo system and virtual surround sound,
which makes the audio crisper, clearer and more vibrant
than ever before. And with its dual microphone technology,
you can say goodbye to unwanted background noise.
The Jabra FREEWAY is extraordinarily easy to operate. That’s
because with the Jabra FREEWAY, voices are in control.
To start with, voice guidance will talk you through setup
and pairing. After that, it will announce the name of the
incoming caller, ask if you want to accept their call and will
tell you battery level and connection status. You then
simply use your own voice to make, answer, end, redial or
reject calls - while keeping both hands safely on the wheel.
If you use two mobile phones, don’t worry. The Jabra
FREEWAY pairs with both simultaneously. And there is no
need to press buttons to turn the Jabra FREEWAY on or off.
It automatically turns on when you get into your car and off
when you get out.

Reasons to choose the Jabra freeway
§ Supreme audio with 3 speakers, virtual surround
sound and noise reduction
§ Make and answer calls using just your voice
§ Turns off and on automatically

jabra.com/freeway

LEARN MORE!

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by GN Netcom A/S is under license. (Design and specifications subject to change without notice)

ENJOY CLEAR HANDS-FREE CALLS
AND SURROUND SOUND MUSIC
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Easy to use – feature overview
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A	Answer/end button
B	Volume up/down buttons Tap to turn volume
up one or down
C	Mute button
D Voice command button Press to activate voice features
E	 FM transmitter button
F	On/off power switch
G	Micro USB charging port
H	Charging indicator light
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Voice guidance talks you through setup. When installed on the
sun visor it turns on and off automatically using the built-in
motion sensor. Up to 8 different mobile phones can be paired with
Freeway – 2 active mobile phones at a time.

Turns itself on and off automatically
You don’t need to actively turn Freeway on and off due to the
built-in motion sensor, which also secures long talk time – up to 14
hours and 40 days of standby time. Your Freeway confirms when
you enter the car that your mobile phone is connected.

Make and answer calls just using your voice
Voice-controlled calling means you can accept, reject and make
calls with your voice. Just reply “answer” or “ignore”. Use the
Phone Command feature to activate voice-controlled calling.

Enjoy clear calls and in-car music
Experience rich, crisp sound with 3 speakers and virtual surround
sound. Stream music, podcast and hear turn-by-turn directions
wirelessly from your phone.

Easy benefits
 FM transmitter: Transmit music and calls from your
mobile phone to your car radio
 Wireless stereo music: Stream and remote control music
with A2DP and AVRCP
 Advanced Multiuse™: Connect to 2 active Bluetooth®
devices at the same time
 Turns on and off automatically using the built-in motion sensor
 Firmware updates and additional languages available for
download at jabra.com

Voice benefits
 Voice Guidance: Tells you who is calling (using PBAP*), Pairing
guidance and battery status updates
 Use your voice-to make and take calls completely hands free
 3 speakers and virtual surround sound

Technical data








Bluetooth 2.1 including EDR, eSCO, A2DP, AVRCP and PBAP
Operating range: 10m/30ft
Paired devices: Up to 8 devices – two active at a time
Charging time: Approximately 2 hours
Battery time: Talk time 14 hours. Standby 40 days
Weight: 115g/4,1oz
Dimensions: L99mm x W120mm x H19mm/
L3,9in x W4,7in x H0,7in
 Operating temperatures: Minus 10° to 60°/14-140 °F
 In the box: Bluetooth Speakerphone, USB cable,
In-car charger, visor clip, Quick Start Manual

* Phone dependent

jabra.com/freeway
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Easy integration with your mobile phone

